
User Interface Design: Simplicity & 
Elegance

Goals:
Understand elegance and simplicity in design 
Outline principles to achieve 
"understatement”
Show examples of bad design
(inelegant, busy, etc.)



Elegance

Elegance: from Latin “eligere”, meaning to choose or select
"Elect" and "select" come from the same root. 

More recently, elegance => refinement, grace, good taste. 

Visual Design – A selection process
formal elements 
refined elements for perceptual salience 



Simplicity

Simplicity: economy of expression, which is the 
heart of elegance

Benefits of Simplicity (both functional and aesthetic):

Approachability:  supports immediate use or invites further 
exploration 
Recognizability:  easily assimilated, understood, remembered 
Immediacy:  recognized and understood with a minimum of 
conscious effort 
Usability:  easy to use; hard to imagine using improperly 



Underlying Principles

Unity
– design elements must be unified to produce a 

coherent whole 
Refinement
– design elements (and whole) must be refined to 

focus attention on essential aspects 
Fitness
– fitness of solution to problem (communication 

problem) must be ensured at each level 



Unity

Single part plays more than one role 
Attempt to "maximize meaning" with "minimum means" (leads 
to elegance and simplicity) 



Refinement

All non-essential elements (non-essential to 
the communication task) are removed 
Regularization, symmetry, and compactness 
of information in small physical space 



Map of the London underground removes Euclidean distance; only topology is kept.  
Exhibits symmetry and compactness;  this is a refined design



Mouse design is refined to yield tightly integrated functional designs. 





Fitness

Designs succeed/fail based on how well they 
solve a concrete, particular problem 
Fitness can be evaluated in a design loop 
using testers and feedback 







Common Errors:  Examples

Clutter and 
visual noise

Distracting white areaDistracting white area



Nested Bounding boxesNested Bounding boxes
Redundant dividersRedundant dividers

Using explicit structure as a crutch



Unnecessary text tipsUnnecessary text tipsUnnecessary text tipsUnnecessary text tips

Unnecessary iconsUnnecessary icons

Belaboring the obvious...



ShiftShift

Being overly literal



Add no communication valueAdd no communication value

Excessive detail and embellishment



What is this?What is this?

Gratuitous dimensionality



Your display is 2D!

All of the above...



The office of the Future



Design Techniques to Apply

Elegance
– An “acquired taste”
– Experience

A few tips
– Reduce the design to its essence 
– Determine the essential functional qualities
– Visualization
– Remove something?





Techniques for Regularization

Use regular geometric forms, simplified contours, 
and muted colors whenever possible. 
If multiple similar forms are required, make them 
identical (if possible) in shape, size, color, texture, 
orientation, alignment, spacing. 
Limit variation in typography (fonts) to a few sizes 
from one or two font families. 
Make sure critical elements stand out and are not 
regularized (exploit salience in breaking the 
regularity). 











Combining Elements

Review functional role played by each element in a 
design. 
Find/look for situations where multiple elements are 
filling the same role. 
Question whether a role could be filled by an 
adjacent component (possibly after modifications). 
Combine redundant elements into a single, simpler 
unit. 

– Alternatively, replace it all with a common, unifying higher-
level "idiom" designed for the situation. 







Mutual ExclusivenessMutual Exclusiveness





No Distractions

Maximum leverage is difficult to obtain and 
should not detract from the elegance, 
simplicity, and aesthetics. 
Example: digital watch with too much 
functionality attached to just two buttons. 


